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1 
INTRODUCTION 
Preface 
Theoretical understanding of the behavior of electromagnetic fields 
near a metal surface Is Important for the Interpretation of experimental 
results in photoemlsslon, reflectivity, ellipsometry, differential 
reflectance from absorbate covered surfaces, and the surface enhanced Raman 
effect. With the goal of improving this understanding, we present here a 
discussion of electromagnetic fields near a metal/vacuum interface. 
First, we discuss the classical solution to the problem and the 
concept of nonlocality, and then review current research. The second 
chapter contains the derivation of response functions and electromagnetic 
field expressions. Finally in chapter three, we discuss results of the 
model developed in the second chapter, compare field calculations with 
previous work, calculate the energy loss function, and give expressions for 
the reflectivity. 
2 
Classical electrodynamics 
In a classical (local) theory, the solution to the metal/vacuum 
interface problem is given by the Fresnel equations for the reflection and 
transmission coefficients appropriate to the polarization of the incoming 
electromagnetic wave (Ref. 1). These coefficients depend on the angle of 
incidence and the dielectric function of the metal, a function which may be 
frequency-dependent and complex. We restrict ourselves to nonmagnetic (y = 
1) solids throughout. In this classical description, the boundary between 
the metal and the vacuum is abrupt. 
We consider a metal occupying.the z>0 half space, having dielectric 
constant e. The orientation of the fields is shown in Fig. 1. 0 is the 
angle of incidence and the usual relation between wave vector and frequency 
holds: k/ + K* = (w/c)*, where K and k are, respectively, the x and z 
components of the wava vector. 
' 
The classical solutions for p-polarization and z < 0 are: 
= EgCosG [ exp(ikz) + r exp(-ikz) ] exp[ -iKx - iwt ], 
= EgSinG [ exp(ikz) - r exp(-ikz) ] exp[ -iKx - iwt ], (la) 
Hy = Eg [ exp(ikz) - r exp(-ikz) ] exp[ -iKx - iwt ], 
3 
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FIGURE 1. Classical field geometry 
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and for z > 0; 
X 
= E COS0 
o 
( 1 + r ) exp[lk'z] exp[ -IKx - iwt ], 
:z 
= E sln0 
o 
[(1 - r)/e] exp[ik'z] exp[ -IKx - iwt ], (lb) 
y 
= E, ( 1 
- r ) exp[ik'z] exp[ -IKx - iwt ], 
r = [ (E - sin*8)^ - ECOS0 ] / [ (E - sin*8)^ + ECOS0 ], 
k' = (w/c) [ E - sin*8 ]^. 
The fields inside and outside the metal are transverse. The E field is 
z 
seen to have a discontinuity at z = 0, while E^ and are continuous. 
However, the displacement field in the direction normal to the surface, D^, 
is continuous and equal to e(u)E inside and E outside. Gauss's law then 
z z 
implies that there is a surface charge of Infinitesimal width induced in 
the metal. While it is reasonable to assume that such a calculation gives 
adequate expressions for the fields far from the interfacial region, either 
inside or outside of the metal, a discontinuity in the normal field and the 
resultant infinitesimally thin surface charge is unphysical. This surface 
charge should be distributed through the surface region. 
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Nonlocal electrodynamics 
Nonlocal electrodynamics is a more general approach, employing a more 
sophisticated description of the dielectric properties. It can be used to 
address the problem of the discontinuity of the field. We can write a 
general relation between the displacement and electric fields: 
D (r,t) = 1  J d ' r '  I  dt' e g(r,r',t-t') 0(t-t') Eg(r',t'). (2) 
In this expression, linearity is assumed, causality is insured by the theta 
function, and « and 3 refer to Cartesian coordinates. The integral over r' 
is over all space. Similar relationships hold for other response functions 
such as the conductivity, which relates current density to electric field. 
In general, Eq. (2) is a nonlocal relation; the displacement field at the 
space-time point (r,t) is determined by the electric field at all other 
points r' and previous times t'<t. Any mobile charged particle (for 
instance, an electron) will respond to an applied field, bringing to the 
point (r,t) information about that part of the system through which It 
passed. Since a collision leaves an electron in a new environment, the 
region about r in which information is gathered is limited by the mean free 
path. In addition, the time during which the electron responds can be 
characterized by the frequency of the incident radiation as At=w ^. 
Another limiting parameter is the length given by v^Lt=v^/ui, where v^ is 
the Fermi velocity. The frequency is introduced explicitly in our 
6 
equations by taking the time Fourier transformation of Eq. (2): 
Dg(r,w) = Z ;d=r' e^p(r,r',w) Ep(r',w). (3) 
In an isotropic, homogeneous solid which fills all space, there is 
translational invariance. In this case, the dielectric tensor which 
describes the response will depend on the difference of the two position 
vectors : 
= E^p(r-r',W). (4) 
The nonlocal relation in Eq. (4) can be substituted into Eq.(3) and Fourier 
transformed in space to give 
= I e^g(a,w) Eg(g,w). (5) 
The classical result discussed above is recovered if 
Eop(l-r',«) = e(w) 6(r-r') 6^^, 
which then gives a scalar relation 
DgCr^w) = E(W) E^(r,U). 
The displacement field at any point now depends only on the electric field 
at the same point; this is a local relationship. In reciprocal space, the 
distinction between a local and a nonlocal description of a metal is the 
dependence of the dielectric function on wave vector. The local relation 
between D and E is accurate if the dielectric properties and the electric 
field are uniform along the path the electron follows from r' to r. Near a 
7 
surface, where the fields change rapidly, we must use a nonlocal formalism. 
An additional complication occurs due to the loss of translational 
invariance in the direction normal to the surface when a metal surface is 
introduced. This complication is not incorporated in Eqs. (4) and (5), 
where we have taken the dielectric function to depend on the difference in 
spatial coordinates. We will address this in the next chapter. 
Review and discussion of previous research 
Before proceeding with the development of our model, we will review 
previous work on nonlocal electrodynamics. Lindhard (Ref. 2) dielectic 
functions describe the behavior of a bulk, isotropic, free electron metal 
in the Random Phase Approximation (RPA). Two functions, and were 
found for the response to longitudinal and transverse vector fields. The 
elements of the tensor Egg(g,w) appearing in Eq. (5), where a and P are the 
spatial coordinates indicated in Fig. 1, are linear combinations of and 
e^. See Ref. 3. Taking the local limit, q —>• 0, both the transverse and 
longitudinal Lindhard dielectric functions reduce to the local dielectric 
function 
e(w) = 1 - (Wp)* / w^, (6) 
where is the bulk plasma frequency of the electron gas. 
8 
If damping is included to simulate the effects of collisions, we write 
e(w) = 1 - (Wp): / [ w( w + i/T ) ], 
where x is the time between collisions. The usual method of including 
relaxation effects is to multiply even q dependent dielectric functions 
(actually E(q,w) - 1) by [«/(u+i/T)], and to replace all other occurances 
of w by (w+i/i). Mermin showed (Ref. 4) that this method for including a 
relaxation time in the Lindhard formulation does not conserve local 
electron number and he provided the correct theory in the relaxation time 
approximation. Garik and Ashcroft (Ref. 5) used Mermin's number conserving 
relaxation time approximation for a calculation of the conductivity of bulk 
aluminum and sodium. They worked with a three-dimensional periodic 
lattice, using a model which contained a valence band and a core with 
constant polarizablllty. Significant differences compared to the RPA 
occurred only at Incoming wave energies less than two electron volts. The 
interband contribution to the real part of the conductivity was studied as 
a function of relaxation time. The height and width of the peaks which 
were due to Interband transitions were reduced and broadened as the 
relaxation time decreased. 
Adler (Ref. 6), in a generalization of Ehrenreich and Cohen's work 
(Ref. 7), gave formal results for a bulk metal with local field corrections 
and found expressions for the dielectric tensor in the RPA. The results 
were valid for electromagnetic wavelengths large with respect to the 
lattice constant and small with respect to crystal dimensions. Coupling 
between longitudinal and transverse components was allowed, resulting in a 
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dielectric tensor which was non-diagonal in any coordinate system. No 
calculations of fields or actual tensor components were given. 
The starting point for many surface calculations is the RPA. The 
research mentioned above deals with bulk metal calculations and gives an 
indication of additional features which should eventually be included in 
models of a metallic surface. We now discuss some models which were used 
to calculate macroscopic properties such as reflectance or plasmon 
dispersion, before going on to models which yield expressions for the 
electric fields in the interfacial region. 
A simple model that has been developed for surface studies, especially 
in reflectance measurements of.absorbate covered surfaces, is the three 
phase model of Mclntyre and Aspnes (Ref. 8). However, we can apply this 
model to the problem currently under consideration by choosing the three 
phases as vacuum, surface (instead of absorbate), and bulk. Fresnel optics 
were used to calculate the reflectivity. To simplify the expression, a 
linear approximation, which was appropriate for narrow surface regions, was 
used to calculate the phase shift. Such a model was first suggested by 
Drude (Ref. 9). Makinson's theory of photoemission (Ref. 10) employed a 
similar description. The electronic system was characterized by a scalar 
dielectric function, which was ramped linearly between the vacuum value and 
the bulk value given by a q=0 (Drude) dielectric constant. Emphasis was 
placed on allowing longitudinal contributions to the vector potential. If 
the vector potential is restricted to being transverse, V*A will be zero. 
Correct calculation of the photemission matrix element depends on proper 
10 
calculation of the V*A contribution, which may be large in the surface 
region. 
An interesting aspect of this model is its implication of surface 
localized, longitudinal plasmons. Assume we have a metal which is 
homogeneous and isotropic in the x and y directions and confined to z > 0. 
If we further assume that the electron density, n(z), is zero at z = 0 and 
increases to its bulk value, n^, as z —we could write a position-
dependent plasma frequency 
Wp*(z) = (4nn(z)e*) / m. 
A s  z  — w e  g e t  a  p l a s m a  f r e q u e n c y  w h i c h  a p p r o a c h e s  t h e  b u l k  v a l u e .  T h e  
bulk plasmon collective mode occurs at the frequency w=Wp, where the 
dielectric function in Eq. (6) is zero. We can substitute the position-
dependent expression for the constant in Eq. (6). For any frequency 
below the plasma frequency, there is then some value of z for which the 
dielectric function will be zero. Therefore, it may be possible to set up 
a surface localized (that is, strongly damped) collective motion of the 
electrons in the surface region. Such excitations might be referred to as 
surface localized longitudinal plasmons, distinct from the well-known 
surface plasmon. Furthermore, the electric field normal to the surface 
goes as e E^ and should have large peaks in the surface region at a 
variety of incident wave energies. We will return to this possibility in 
Chapter 3, when we discuss our results. 
11 
Harris and Griffin (Refs. 11,12,13) examined the collective modes of 
an Infinite potential barrier model of the noninteracting electron gas. 
They used the high-frequency approximation, where the conductivity depends 
only on the diamagnetic current term and is proportional to n(z)/w where 
n(z) is the ground state charge density profile and w is the incident wave 
frequency. In the nonretarded limit, when the charge density profile was 
taken to be a step function, the bulk plasmon freqency, «^=Wp^=(4irne'/m), 
and surface plasmon frequency, w'=Wp^/2, were found. Heger and Wagner 
(Ref. 14) claimed that the high-frequency limit is invalid, but only gave 
results in the high density limit, where it was further claimed that the 
surface could be ignored. Harris and Griffin extended their results for 
the step function charge density profile to include retardation effects 
(Ref. 12) and interacting electron systems (Ref. 13). The surface plasmon 
dispersion relation was found to be strongly dependent on the magnitude of 
the interaction coupling constant. Griffin and Zaremba (Ref. 15) applied 
these ideas to collective modes in systems of finite thickness. The 
effects of quantum interference terms (about which more will be said 
later), or the effects of corrections to the high-frequency approximation, 
were not presented in any of these papers. The quantum Interference terms 
in an infinite barrier model are those which cause the electron density to 
decrease to zero in the surface region. Since it was assumed in these 
calculations (Refs. 11,12,13,15) that the bulk properties remained 
unchanged up to the surface, it is not surprising that the usual surface 
plasmon dispersion relation was found. Peuckert(Ref. 16) employed a Green 
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function approach to discuss interacting electrons confined to a slab or a 
semi-infinite half space. He used the formalism to apply a scalar 
potential to an electron gas confined by infinite potential barriers. He 
found the surface plasmon dispersion relation and induced charge density, 
but no numerical results were given. 
Melnyk and Harrison (Refs. 17, 18) allowed for longitudinal waves 
inside a metal when they calculated the reflectance of a semi-infinite 
electron gas. The Boltzmann equation was used to calculate the dielectric 
functions. Electron scattering was included in the relaxation time 
approximation, allowing the perturbed electron density to relax to its 
local equilibrium value. Bulk properties (for example: the bulk electron 
density; Fermi velocity; and relaxation time) were assumed to obtain all 
the way up to the metal surface. Above the plasma frequency, the 
reflection was smaller than in a classical (local) calculation. In thin 
metal slabs, resonances appeared due to multiple reflections of plasmons. 
When comparing relaxation to the local equilibrium density with relaxation 
to the ground state density, they found small corrections to the bulk 
plasmon dispersion relation. 
Kliewer and Fuchs (Ref. 3) used a specular scattering model in a 
nonlocal calculation of the electric fields near the surface of an electron 
gas. In such a model, the bulk properties of the electron gas are assumed 
to give an accurate enough description, even in the surface region. The 
specular scattering condition is embodied in the specification of the 
electric field component symmetries about the surface plane. Both the 
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Boltzmann equation and a general dielectric function approach were used by 
Kliewer and Fuchs to calculate the fields, the surface impedance, and the 
reflectance. In these calculations of optical properties, where transverse 
electromagnetic fields were applied to the metal surface, the fields 
obtained for the metal interior depended explicitly on both the 
longitudinal and transverse dielectric functions. In a later paper (Ref. 
19), they argued that because of the importance of the single particle (or 
electron-hole) excitation spectrum, the appropriate longitudinal and 
transverse dielectric functions were those of Lindhard (Ref. 2), corrected 
(Refs. 4,20) for relaxation. The theory has been applied to thin films 
(Ref. 21), the surface plasmon dispersion relation (Ref. 22), and 
photoemission (Ref. 23). This model of the metal/vacuum interface will be 
shown to be a limiting case of the model presented in the next chapter. 
Rlmbey and Mahan (Ref. 24) used a model similar to that of Kliewer and 
Fuchs, but chose different surface boundary conditions for Maxwell's 
equations. They gave an expression for the surface impedance different 
from that given in Ref. 3. Johnson and Rlmbey (Ref. 25) discussed 
generalized surface boundary conditions for which those of Refs. 3 and 24 
are special cases. One result of this work was that the Rimbey-Mahan 
formalism yields only tranverse electric fields inside the metal, so no 
longitudinal modes such as the bulk plasmon can be excited. 
Mukhopadhyay and Lundqvist (Refs. 26) used a nonlocal approach to find 
the vector potential when p- or s-polarized electromagnetic radiation was 
incident on the surface of a semi-infinite electron gas. They chose a 
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gauge in which the scalar potential was zero throughout all space and 
divided this space into three regions: vacuum; surface; and bulk. The 
electron gas was taken to be homogeneous in the x and y directions, 
parallel to the surface. Solutions in the vacuum and bulk regions are 
known classically. Solutions in the surface region were found by matching 
the vector potential and its derivatives at the regional boundaries. The 
surface localized plasmon, as we have discussed above, was mentioned in a 
brief discussion of a position-dependent dielectric function. It is 
necessary in this formalism to specify a form for the conductivity tensor 
and therefore a model of the metal surface. Explicit expressions for the 
vector potential were obtained by employing the semi-classical infinite 
barrier (SCIB) model, in which the electrons are confined to a half-space 
by an infinite potential barrier. The SCIB model is semi-classical because 
of the neglect of quantum interference terms. The remaining terms depend 
only on (z-z') and (z+z'), and yield the same model used in earlier work by 
Kliewer and Fuchs (Ref. 3). Apell (Ref. 27) used the SCIB model to 
calculate the vector potentials in the surface region. However, the 
results are incorrect due to the neglect of contributions from a term 
containing the longitudinal dielectric function. Apell compared his 
calculations with the fields calculated by Kliewer and Fuchs (Ref. 3) and 
with the work of Feibelman (which is discussed below). 
Newns (Ref. 28) used an RPA approach, retaining the quantum 
interference terms, to write the dielectric response of a semi-infinite 
electron gas. Using infinite potential barriers to confine the electrons 
15 
to a slab, he calculated the charge-charge correlation function and found 
the induced charge density in response to a one-dimensional static 
potential. Explicit expressions were given for this response function in 
the static limit and in the limit of normal incidence. 
Beck and co-workers compared RPA calculations, with and without the 
quantum interference terms, of the static response of a metal to imbedded 
(Ref. 29) and external (Ref. 30) charge distributions. The electrons were 
confined to a half space by an infinite potential barrier. For these two 
cases, significant differences in the normal component of the electric 
field were found at distances up to ten times the inverse Fermi wave 
vector, depending on the location of the perturbing charge distribution. 
This is significant because the distance over which the charge density 
reaches its bulk value, apart from Friedel oscillations, is on the order of 
one inverse Fermi wave vector. In other words, the region affected by the 
presence of a surface is not limited to the distance over which the 
electron charge density reaches its bulk value. It is clear that quantum 
interference terms have a large affect on the static response. Beck later 
found (Ref. 31) the surface plasmon dispersion relation when quantum 
interference terms were included. 
Feibelman (Ref. 32) employed the self-consistent calculation of 
electronic wave functions by Lang and Kohn (Ref. 33) to calculate the 
conductivity in the RPA. The effects of an electromagnetic field incident 
on a metal surface were found by writing an integral equation which related 
the total vector potential to the nonlocal conductivity tensor. He chose a 
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gauge in which the scalar potential was identically zero throughout all 
space. A long wavelength approximation was made in which Qp, the wave 
vector of the incident light parallel to the surface, was set equal to zero 
in the response functions. He divided the metal into a region affected by 
the surface, and a bulk region which could be adequately described by local 
optics. He found the component of the vector potential normal to the 
surface plane to be continuous, exhibiting a large peak corresponding with 
the point of greatest rate of change in the electron density profile. When 
Feibelman changed the electron density profile, he found that the magnitude 
of the surface peak in the vector potential varied considerably with 
diffuseness. No damping was included in this calculation. This formalism 
has been applied to metal films (Ref. 34), to reflectivity (Ref. 35), and 
to photoemission (Ref. 36). 
Bagchi and coworkers (Ref. 37) recently developed a perturbative 
approach to calculate the electric field near a metal surface when 
electromagnetic radiation is incident. The Fresnel equations were taken as 
the unperturbed solution. The field components and were assumed to 
be constant in the surface region and the long wavelength approximation was 
made. Evaluations and applications of this formalism have been confined to 
giving expressions for the differential reflectance (Ref. 38), the 
reflection coefficient, and the surface plasmon dispersion relation (Ref. 
39) . Dasgupta and Fuchs (Ref. 40) improved this formalism by eliminating 
some of the more drastic approximations. Again, no field calculations were 
made. This formalism is still subject to difficulties associated with an 
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accurate evaluation of an inverse dielectric function, which is further 
contingent on the accuracy of the quantum mechanical description of the 
electrons in the surface region. 
Maniv and Metiu (Refs. 41, 42, 43) used the RPA on an infinite 
potential barrier model of the free electron gas. In the first paper (Ref. 
41), they calculated the dielectric tensor and showed how to introduce the 
relaxation time approximation, while preserving gauge invariance. The 
total vector and scalar potentials in the Lorentz gauge were found in the 
second paper (Ref. 42) as a function of position through the interfacial 
region. They found the electric fields from the potentials in the usual 
manner, but retained only the dominant terms of the inverse dielectric 
tensor. In this model, the fields and their first derivatives are 
continuous through the surface region; there is no need to specify any 
additional boundary conditions to solve Maxwell's equations. Far inside 
the metal, the fields approach the classical (Fresnel) values. Maniv and 
Metiu compared their field calculations to those of Kliewer and Fuchs (Ref. 
3). Application of this formalism to thin slabs is discussed in Ref, 43. 
This formalism has also been used to calculate the electric fields when an 
oscillating dipole is near the metal surface (Ref. 44). Maniv recently 
discussed application to the surface enhanced Raman effect (Ref. 45). 
After reviewing current research on nonlocal electrodynamics, several 
characterstics of a good model of a metal surface are apparent. The 
electric field inside the metal must be allowed to have both longitudinal 
and transverse elements. Classical (Fresnel equation) solutions to the 
18 
Interface problem restrict the field to transverse character. Nonlocality 
must be included because of the rapid change of the fields in the surface 
region. As is the case for a real metal, the model electron density should 
have a smooth transition from its bulk value to zero, (or some very small 
value), at some distance from the surface. In an infinite potential 
barrier model, for instance, this means one should include the quantum 
interference terms, which can have large effects relatively far from the 
surface. Relaxation to the local density, as opposed to the ground state 
density, may be important if the incident radiation has an energy less than 
a few eV. 
19 
RESPONSE FUNCTIONS AND ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELDS 
Evaluation of four-current from perturbation theory 
In this section, we calculate the current and charge densities which 
are induced in an electron gas when it responds to the application of an 
arbitrary electromagnetic field. The response functions form the tensor 
which relates induced current and charge densities to total vector and 
scalar potentials. The total potential is defined as the sum of the 
induced plus externally applied potentials. Later, we will be able to use 
the response functions to calculate the total electromagnetic fields in a 
system consisting of a vacuum and a semi-infinite free electron metal. 
We begin by using perturbation theory on a quantum mechanical system 
to calculate general expectation values. A particular model for the 
electron gas is specified and we use the expectation values to find the 
response functions. We discuss some of the properties of the response 
functions before developing expressions for the electromagnetic fields. 
The chapter is concluded by showing the relationship between our model and 
that of Kliewer and Fuchs (Ref. 3). 
The n-particle Hamiltonian of the electron gas is 
« Hi • I' + : Vfei) + "ooui + (7) 
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where the index i refers to the i electron; is the momentum; V(r^) is 
the potential at the electron position r^; is a Hamiltonian which 
describes the Coulomb interaction between ground state electrons; and A and 
0 are the total vector and scalar potentials at the electron position r^ 
and time t. In addition, m is the electron mass, e (>0) is the electron 
charge, and c is the speed of light. 
Each electron ultimately responds not only to the externally applied 
field, but also to the field induced through the response of all other 
electrons in the metal. By using the total fields in Eq. (7), we include 
polarization and induced fields in a self-consistent way (Ref. 46). With 
Hcoui restricted to the ground state electron interaction, this is the 
Random Phase Approximation (Ref. 7). We define a ground state Hamiltonian 
with solution Yft^) in the Schrodinger equation as 
K. = I. : t>i" + I + "com-
This leaves the perturbing Hamiltonian: 
«1 = 2ïf J 1 Ei-A(rj,t) + 1 - -fl . (9) 
where we have left off the terms in A^ as we are interested only in linear 
response. We have not assumed that the momentum and vector potential 
commute in Eq. (9). That is, we have allowed V*A î' 0. Defining the 
current and charge density operators in the usual way: 
21 
âoptE) = 2^^^ [ Eiô(r-r^) + «(r-rpE^ ], 
Pop(r) = e ï 5(r-r^), (11) 
we can rewrite Eq. (9) as 
H^(r,t) = /d=r i^pCD'ACr.t) + /d^r P^pCr) *(r,t). (12) 
We consider the time development of the ground state wave functions as 
the perturbation is slowly turned on: 
(1*) = ( "o + "l ) Ts' 
where the subscript s denotes the Schrodlnger representation and time and 
space dependence are dropped for clarity. In the Interaction 
representation (Ref. 47), we can write this as 
(1») ^  
where 
TgCt) = exp( -lH^(t-t^)/K ) 
We integrate formally to find 
- !'<"' Kl(S.t') Tin(to)' 
where the limits of integration are from t^ to t and T^^(t) in the Integral 
has been replaced by its value at t^ in a first order (linear) 
approximation. Returning to the Schrodlnger representation, we can write 
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the expectation value of any operator In the perturbed system as 
<8(r,t)> = <?g|8(r,t)|?g> 
= <y(t^)|[ 1 +|/clt' Hj(r,t') ] exp( iH^ (t-t^ )/« ) 
X 0(r,t) exp( -iH^ (t-t^ )/ft ) [ 1 -^ Jdt' H^(r,t') ]14'g(t^ )> 
= < ?s(to)|8(r,t)|Ts(to) > 
+ < "i'3(t^)||/dt'[ Hj^(r,t'), OCr.t) Jl'i'gCt^) >, (13) 
where the last equality is truncated after the first order expansion and 
the square brackets denote the commutator of the two operators. Eq. (13) 
gives a prescription for calculating any expectation value in the system 
perturbed by In particular, we are interested in the current density 
and charge density expectation values. When a vector potential is present, 
the momentum operator becomes 
jGi-^ Pi - z&di't), 
so the current operator can be written 
iop(:) = 2^ ^ [ (Ei-^ A(r^ ,t))6(r-r^ ) + 6(r-r^)(2i-^A(r.,t)) ] 
= +4Pop(ï)è(r.t). (14) 
The "old" designation refers to the current operator in Eq. (10). Using 
Eqs. (12) and (14) in Eq. (13) and keeping only terms linear in the 
potentials, the total current is found: 
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<iCr.t)> = IT,(t.)> +f<,<f,(t^ )|p„p(ï.t)|ï^ (t„)>A(r.t) 
+ <Ts(to)la'dt'/d=r'[iop(r',t'),ioptr,t)]'A(r',t')|Yg(tg)> 
+ l^/dt'/d'r' [p^ pCr' ,t' Hr',t')\^^(t^)>. 
The first term on the right hand side represents the current density in the 
ground state. Because no current flows in the ground state, we can equate 
the Induced current density to the total current density. The second term 
on the right hand side is the diamagnetic current term. For the moment, we 
will delete this from the expression, retaining only the polarization 
current terra, and write 
i^ "^ (r,t) = <|/dt7d'r'[i^ p(r',t'),i^ p(r,t)].A(r',t') > 
+ < |/dt'/d='r'[p^p(r',t'),i^ p(r,t)] *(r',t') >, (15) 
where the expectation values are still taken between the ground state wave 
functions. The induced charge density can be found in a similar way: 
p'^ "'^ (r,t) = < |/dt';d^r'[i^p(r',t'),p^ p(r,t)]»A(r',t') > 
+ <|/dt'/d='r'[p^p(r',t'),p^ p(r,t)] *(r',t') >, (16) 
where we have used the definition p^°^ = p^ ^^  + p(ground state). 
We must now calculate the various commutators and expectation values 
of the commutators. One of the most straightforward ways of doing this is 
through the use of creation ( c^ ^ ) and annihilation ( c^^ ) operators. 
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where k denotes a particular electron state and a refers to spin. We may 
write time-dependent operators as 
CkgCt) = expC -iE(k)t/% ), 
where E(k) is the energy of the k^^ state. In this section, we use k as a 
state label. We shall see later that the state label k consists of a two-
dimensional wave vector K parallel to the surface and a z-directed wave 
vector k. Then 
p®p(r,t) = e E ^ c+^ (t) **(r) *%,(!), 
(eR/2imc)( - 7^ ^^  ) 
: ^,Cko(t) Ck'o(t) *k'(:2)' 
where the are the individual electron states and * denotes the 
complex conjugate. The product of all occupied electron states is the 
ground state of the entire system. In the current term, a denotes one of 
the X, y, 2 components. We define 
* 
nZk'C) = e *k(r) *k'(r) a=0 (i?) 
* 
(eR/2imc) [ (r) 
- \(r) ' » = 1,2,3 
where a = 0 refers to the charge term and a = 1, 2, 3 denotes x, y, z 
components, respectively. Using these definitions, we evaluate the 
expectation values of the various commutators: 
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PopCr.t) ]Y(to)> op "- ' ' ' op 
, ^ "kk'"- " "k'k 
= 2 F. . ,(t,t') %?. ,(r') n°,. (r), (18a) 
k,k' 
<T(to) [ jop,a(2''t')' PopCZ't) :Y(to)> 
Fk,k'(t't') \k'^- " "k'k = 2 K u.Ct.f n° ,(r') n°,. (r), (18b) 
k,k' 
<T(to) [ Pop(:''t')' jop.gfZ't) 
'k.k'"kk'tl') "k'k'f' 
°k.k' "kfc''-'' 
where Fj^  j^i(t,t') is a common factor containing the Fermi distribution 
function, f(k); 
Fk,k'(t,t') = 2 [ f(k) - f(k') ] exp[ i( E(k)-E(k') )( t'-t )/fi ]. (19) 
To be explicit, we will be taking the zero temperature limit so that 
Ef 
f(k) - ^  ^
r  1  E ( k )  <  
\ 0 E(k) > E^ 
where E  ^is the Fermi energy. It is clear that non-zero contributions to 
Eqs. (18) arise from pairs of k and k' when one of these states is 
occupied and the other unoccupied, that is, where Fj^ j^ i(t,t') is non-zero. 
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Now, define the four-vectors 
^ >, a = 0 (20a) 
L < >, o = 1, 2, 3 (20b) 
(f), o = 0 (20c) 
A^, o = 1, 2, 3 (20d) 
Combining Eqs. (15) and (16) and substituting Eqs. (17) - (20), we can 
write simply: 
j.(r,t) E Z Idt' /d'r' F .,(t,t') 
"  ^B k,k' 
* Kkk'tE') "k'ktE) Agd'.t'). (21) 
The time Fourier transform is defined by 
g(«) = / dt exp( iwt ) g(t), 
and the inverse by 
g(t) = (1/2IT) I dw exp( -iwt ) g(w). 
— 0» 
Fourier transforming Eq. (21), we find 
j (r,w) = ^ £ I Sdt exp( iwt ) /dt' /d'r' F. ,i(t,t') 
"  ^P k,k' 
X n*k,(r) :%'%(?') Ap(r',t'). (22) 
We let t^ —>• -«• so the perturbation is turned on in the infinite past. The 
time-dependent portion of Eq. (22), (see Eq. (19)), is 
00 00 
J dt exp(iwt) I dt' 0(t-t') exp[ i( E(k)-E(k') )( t'-t )/ft ] A.(r',t'), 
-00 «00 P 
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where the 0 function, which insures causality, is the usual step function: 
0(x) = 1 for X > 0 and 0(x) = 0 for x < 0. The indicated integration is 
easily done: 
it ApCr'.w) [ E(k') - E(k) + %( w + in ) , 
where ti is a positive infinitesimal quantity. Substitution into Eq. (21) 
gives us 
4(r.») = I Î Fk.k'C»)/ d'r' "L'(ï'(23) 
k,k p 
where we have defined 
F^^.Cw) a 2 [ f(k') - f(k) ] / [ E(k') - E(k) + a(w+in) ]. (24) 
Electron gas and response functions 
To continue, we must specify a model for the electron gas. Ideally, 
we would like to employ the self-consistent calculation of Lang and Kohn 
(Ref. 33) and, in principle, we could do so. However, these single 
particle wave functions cannot be written in closed form and cannot be 
easily incorporated here. We make the simplifying assumptions of a non-
interacting electron gas on a jellium background of positive charge. We 
thus eliminate the Coulomb interaction between electrons and any local 
field effects associated with crystal structure of the positive ion cores. 
The position of the jellium edge is fixed by charge neutrality. We choose 
to confine the electron gas to the positive z half-space by placing an 
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infinite barrier potential at z = 0: 
V(r) = V(z) = {:  
z > 0 
z < 0 
(25) 
While this model retains the important feature of a charge density 
which changes smoothly from zero at z S 0 to the bulk value at large 
positive z, it does not reproduce the charge density of Ref. 33. See Fig. 
(2), where the charge density calculated by Lang and Kohn is shown for 
r^ =4, along with the calculation from the infinite barrier model. The z=0 
position has been shifted to that of the positive jellium background. The 
primary deficiency is that the charge density is zero at all points beyond 
the barrier. We could force it to be identically zero only at z = by 
using a square step barrier, some smoothly changing potential barrier, or 
even the self-consistent potential barrier of Ref. 33. However, due to 
computational complexities in specifying wave functions, 
orthonormalization, and Fourier tranformatlons for these potentials, the 
calculations which follow would be rendered extremely difficult. An 
additional deficiency of the infinite barrier model is that the charge 
density is less diffuse than that given by Lang and Kohn. Diffuseness can 
be categorized by the rate at which the charge density achieves its bulk 
value. Feibelman's (Ref. 32) calculations indicate that diffuseness 
affects the magnitudes of the fields in the surface region. However, 
Perdew and Monnier (Ref. 48) suggested that, due to lattice corrections, 
the actual surface profile may be less diffuse than that calculated by Lang 
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and Kohn. 
We make the solid periodic in the directions parallel to the surface, 
box normalizing the wave functions between -L and L, where L is large. For 
the moment, we also place an infinite barrier at z = Z, confining the 
electrons to a slab. We later will let £ —»• «« to form a semi-infinite 
metal. Under these conditions, we can write the wave functions 
\(r) = (V)"* exp( iK*£ ) sin(kz), 
where K and £ are two-dimensional vectors in the plane of the surface and 
K^ , Ky, = nir/L , n = 0, ±1, ±2, ... 
k = nir/d , n = 1, 2, 3, 
The normalizing factor is V = 2L*&. The state label on is now used to 
imply the two-dimensional wave vector K and the z-directed wave vector k. 
The energy of the k^  ^state is 
E(k) = ( K*K + k* ) / 2m. 
This is the same model studied by Newns (Ref. 28) and Maniv and Metiu (Ref. 
41). We then rewrite ^^ ^^ (r) in Eq. (17) as 
nJk'Cr) 5 ^exp (-iK«£) exp (-iK''£) njj^,(z). (26) 
where 
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FIGURE 2. Electron charge density at 1^ =4 from the infinite barrier model 
(o) and from the self-consistent Lang-Kohn calculations (solid 
curve), normalized to the bulk value 
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Kkk'C:) : 
2 slnCkz) sln(k'z), o = 0 
-A ( + K^' ) sln(kz) sln(k'z), a = 1 
-A ( Ky + Ky' ) sln(kz) sin(k'z), a = 2 
[ (k'+k) sin(k-k')z - (k-k') sln(k+k')z ], o = 3 
where A = ("R/mc). 
We continue the evaluation of Eq.(23) by calculating the spatial 
Fourier transforms in a mixed representation (Ref. 41), making use of the 
explicit forms for the in Eq.(26). We define the Fourier transforms. 
( with L —»• 00 ) 
ig(Q,z) = / d'p exp( i2»£) jj^ Cfi.z), 
="%"/ dz trig^ (qz) j^ C^Q.z), 
(27a) 
(27b) 
where we have in the mixed representation: 
cos(qz), a = 0, 1, 2 
trig^(qz) = 
sin(qz), o = 3 
The inverse transforms are 
ia(£.z) = l/(2ir)' S d^ Q exp( iQ«£) j^ (Q,z), 
icjCQ.z) = Z trig (^qz) j^ (2,q) 
q>0 
= ~ ^dq trig^(qz) j^ /Q.q), 
where the last equality holds in the limit d —*• oo. 
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Using Eq. (26), it is straightforward to transform Eq. (23) in the 
directions parallel to the surface to arrive at 
l„(2>q»w) = (e:/V&*)Z Z F. ui(w) /dz' Idz Z trig(qz) trig(q'z') 
" k,k'. p q'>0 
" Ap(g,q,w) II j^^,(z') \ij^ (z) ^ K'.K+Q" (28) 
Note that there is only one g vector because of the homogeneity of the 
metal in the x and y directions. We rewrite Eq. (28) as 
i„CQ,q,w) =Z R_g(g,q,q',w) Ag(g,q',w), (29) 
q'>0  ^
where 
RggCQ.q.q'.w) s (e'/iav): ^.(w) r^ g(k,k',q,q') fi^-.K+Q' (30) 
and 
rj^p(k,k',q,q') = (4/&*) Idz /dz' trig^(qz) trigg(q'z') 
X n^,(z)Ilg,^(z'). (31) 
The integrals in Eq. (31) run from 0 to £ and a factor of 1/4 has been 
introduced in Eq.(30) to allow k and k' to take on both positive and 
negative values. We retain the restriction q,q' > 0. is the response 
function which relates the induced four-current to the total four-
potential. 
The z (z') transforms are of two types depending on the value of o 
(3). We find, for example. 
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fdz trigCqz) 
« Idz cos(qz) sln(kz) sln(k'z ) 
4^ k^'+q,k ^  ^k+q,k' ^k'+q,-k \'-q,-k ]> ° ~ 0,1,2 
* Idz sin(qz) sln(k±k')z 
2^ ^-k+q,±k' ^-k-q,: 
Similar results, with q' replacing q, 
over z'. The components of r^ g In Eq 
Too = 4A(A) 
= 2A(K^ +K'^ )A(A) 
ro2 = 2A(Ky+K'y)A(A) 
= 21AA(C) 
2^0 = -2A(Ky+K'y)A(A) 
^21 = A^(K^+K'^)(Ky+K'y)A(A) 
^22 = A:(Ky+K'y):A(A) 
rgg = iA:(Ky+K'y)A(C) 
where 
k' ]. o = 3 
are found when we Fourier transform 
(31) can be written 
r^Q = -2A(K^+K'^)A(A) 
rn = A'(Kx+K'x)'A(A) 
^12 = A'(Kx+K'x)(Ky+K'y)A(A) 
r^3 = iA'(K^+K'^)A(C) 
= 21A(B) 
= -iA'(K^+K'^)A(B) 
= -lA:(Ky+K'y)A(B) 
r^g = A*A(D) 
A(A) [ Gq q'6^,^2k,q+q'^2k',q-q' 2^k,q-q'^ 2k',q+q' 
a = 0,1,2; P = 0,1,2 (32a) 
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4(B) = t l:2k+q)«q,q'Sk..k+q + < =2k.q+,'«2k',q-,' 
- «2k.q.q'«2k',q+q') '' «=3,6=0,1,2 (32b) 
A(C) = t (2k+,)5^ _^ ,J,,_,^  ^+ q( «2k,q+q.«2k,_q.q, 
- «2k,q.,'«2k',q+q') '' « =  ^
4(D) = [ (2k+,)=5^^^,5,,_^^ - „•( «2k,q+q, 
+ *2k.q.q'*2k',q+q') '' «=3,6=3 (32d) 
Terms which require q or q' to be negative have been deleted. 
The terms in Eq.(32) that depend on 6^  ^ i, which we will call the bulk 
terms, arise from electrons that satisfy the specular scattering 
conditions. That is, they are due to terms in the product of 
n^ l^ i(z') that go like (z-z') or (z+z'). The remaining terms, called 
surface terms here, arise from inclusion of the quantum interference terms 
(Refs. 26, 30) and constitute elements in the response function tensor 
where q#q'. The surface terms force the electron density to go to zero 
smoothly in the interfacial region, and create the Friedel oscillations in 
the metal bulk. Taken alone, the bulk terms give a step function electron 
density which is coincident with the jellium background (Ref. 26). In Eq. 
(30), the sums over the state labels k and k' can be broken into suras over 
two-dimensional wave vectors K and K' and z-directed wave vectors k and k*. 
Carrying out a partial summation of Eq. (30) and defining 
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F± H { f[K+Q.(q-q')/2] - f[K,(q+q')/2] } 
/ { E[K+g,(q-q')/2] - E[K,(q+q*)/2] ± hw }, 
Fq 5 { f[K+g,k+q] - f[K,k] }/{ E[K+2,k+q] - E[K,k] + hw }, 
we find 
"oo = I "0%' - : ( P+ + F. ) ] / 2V. 
"lO = I J ^  - : ( F+ ' 
X\,R K 
«20 = -«'A I : ^ fo'qq'(2Ky+Qy) ' Z < ?+ ' 
E,. = ie'A t E F.6 ,(2k+q) + Z (F -F_ )q' ] / 4V. 
^ K.k " K * 
«01 = I ^o'qq'MV),) - Z ( F+ - F. XZK^-H;^) 1 / 4V, 
«11 = •"»' 1 I , - : ( F+ + F- XÎ'Vx)' I I 
K y K K 
«21 = 1 Z fo'qq'Cyix'CyOy) 
Z ( F+ + F. )C2Kjj+Qjj)(2Ky+Qy) ) / 8V. 
«31 = I Z F„5^^,(2K^+Q^)(2k+q) 
+'z ( F+ + F_ )(2Kjj+Q^ )q' ] / 8V, 
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«02 = [ I ^  ^ O^ q' " % ( ?+ " ) (V^y) ] / ^ V, 
^ L Vqq'('W(:^y+Qy) 
- Z ( F+ + F_ )(2K^+Q^)(2Ky+Qy) ] / 8V, 
«22 = -* A [ I ^  ^ 0\q'(2Ky+Qy)' " S ( F^ + F. )(2yy= ] / 8V, 
«32 = - le 'A'  [ 1  _ FQÔ^^,(2K^+Q^)(2k+q) 
K,k 
+ Z ( F+ + F_ )(2K^+Q^)q' ] / 8V, 
R 03 = ië'A [ Z F 6 ,(2k+q) + Z ( F - F. ) q ] / 4V. 
K,k " 'ï'I K 
= [ : Jo\q'(:^x+Qx)(2k+q) 
+ Z ( F^  + F. )(2K^ +Q^ ) q ] / 8V, 
«23 = :^ '^^ ' [^yO%'(2k+q)(2yy 
+ I ( F+ + F. )(2k+q)(2Ky+Qy) ] / 8V. 
K 
R = e'A' [ Z F 6 ,(2k+q): - Z ( F, + F_ ) qq'] / 8V. 
K,k " Sq K ^ 
It is now necessary, although tedious, to evaluate the sums indicated 
above. The evaluation for Rqq is shown below; all other expressions are 
evaluated in a similar manner. R^  ^is a sum of bulk and surface terms as 
we distinguished above; 
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Roo^ S.q.q'.w) = Roo(G'9'W)Gqq' + R^oo^S.q.q'.w) 
We define dimensionless wave vectors and energies 
a ( K? + kâ ) / k^ , k^ = Ik^l, (33) 
P H ( + qf ) / 2kf, B = 131. (34) 
Ko s K / k^, (35) 
B = Qx / 2k^, (36) 
b H q / 2kf, b' s q' / 2k^, (37) 
u S tw / 4E^. (38) 
Here k^  and are the Fermi wave vector and Fermi energy. We have chosen, 
without loss of generality, an orientation in which 3 lies in the x-z 
plane. The Fermi function at zero temperature is 
f(k) = 0(kj - |k| ) = 0(1 - k^ ). (39) 
n 
Using the above definitions, we take the bulk term , Rqq, and write 
Fq as 
Fq = 0(l-k^)/[4E^(-k^«3-3'+u)] - 0(l-k^)/[4E^(k^«3+3'+u)]. 
Making two further definitions 
and 
we obtain 
H 3 + (-1)1 (40) 
P = COS0 = ( k^«3 ) / ( k^ 3 ), 
F = (-1/4E 3) Z 0(l-k^ )/( k u + f. ) 
o r 1=1 o o i 
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We can change the sum over K and k to a three-dimensional integral to 
arrive at 
R®Q(B,b,w) = (-e'kf'/Sn'EfP) 6^ ,^ Z 
where 
H y. + (i-y^^)/2 in[ (y^  + i)/(y^  - i) ]; i = i, 2. (4i) 
g 
The expression for Rqq is related in a simple way to the usual bulk 
longitudinal dielectric function of an electron gas (Refs. 2,49). In fact, 
the bulk contributions to each of the response tensor elements are linear 
combinations of the bulk longitudinal and transverse dielectric functions. 
These relations will be given following the complete derivation. 
We turn now to the term containing and F_ in the expression for 
g 
Rqq. We can write 
~ ^ 11 ^22' 
where 
~ ^ 21 "*• 1^2' 
F^ . = -{ f[K,(q+(-l)jq')/2] } 
/ { E[K+Q,(q+(-l)jq'/2] - E[K,(q+(-l)jq'/2] + (-l)^ W }. 
Using Eqs. (33) - (39), we can write 
•F^, = (-l/4Ep 0(l-KQ:-6j) / [ o^. + K^ Bcos# ], 
where we have made the additional definitions 
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5j 5 ( b + (-l)jb' (42) 
5 B* + (-l)j+lbb' + (-l)^ u, (43) 
cos* s ( K^ .B ) / ( iKgl |B| ). 
Assuming that has a small positive imaginary part and converting the 
sums into integrals, we find with the aid of tables (Ref. 50) 
R^Q(B.b,b',«) = (e:kf')/(8mEf*) Z 1^  ^0(1-6.). 
where 
lij 5 [ «ij - ( «ij: - B:(l-6j) )* ] / 6=; i = 1, 2. (44) 
g 
The theta function requires Rqq = 0 if (l-5j) is less than zero, that is, 
|b±b'|<l, so q and q' must be within 2k^ of each other. 
Before writing the expressions for the response function in detail, we 
calculate the contribution from the diamagnetic current which was dropped 
from Eq.(15). From Eq. (14), we have 
j^ kr.t) = (1-a^ Q) (-e/mc*) < p(r) > A^(r,t), 
where we have used the four-vector notation of Eq.(20). There is no 
contribution for the a = 0 term. The expectation value of the charge 
density in our model can be written 
< p(r) > = (2e/V) Z f(k) sin^ (kz). 
K,k 
The Fourier transformed expression in the mixed representation is given by 
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j„CQ,q.w) = (Ze'/mc'V*) (1-5* q) E A^Cg.q'.w) 
X E f(k) Idz trig (qz) trig (q'z) sin^ (kz). 
K,k ° * 
Integration over z yields slightly different results that depend on the 
value of o: 
j^(S.q.w) = Z, (l-Gg g) A^(g,q',w) 
X [ (e*k_3/3n:mc*)5 , - (e*k_:/4nmc*&) I ( v (i) ) ], 
r q,q r i 
where Vg(i) =< 
(1-6 )^ 0(1-6^; a = 1,2 
^(-1) (^1-6^ )0(1-6^ ); o = 3, 
and 6^ is defined in Eq.(42). 
Using Eqs.(41) and (44) and combining both paramagnetic and 
diamagnetic terms, we can write the response functions 
*00 = -So(2P'c'/Vf') Z li 6%^, 
+ Tc/c/Vf)' :j :ij (45a) 
Rio = -S^(2uBc/vp I 
o, , 
- T (c/Vf) Z (-l)i ( B - ) I 0(1-6.), 
o r ij B iJ J (45b) 
*30 = S^C2iubc/vp Z I^ Gyy, 
- T (ib'c/v ) Z (-l)i+j I.. 0(1-6,), 
ij iJ J 
(45c) 
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Rll = E{ -3b® + I^ [ +b'(l-2f^ 2)/2 ] } G^b' 
+ T Z [ (-l)jbb'(l-6.)/2B® + I..CB - 0(1-6,), (45d) 
° ij J B  ^
R3I = -SgiBb' Z{ P + IJ 2(y^-p)'- (l-3f^ ')/2 ] } 
1 
1 ®j J 
- T ib' I  C-1)J[ (1-Ô,)/2B + I,,(B --ii) ] 0(1-6,), (45e) 
o ij J iJ B J 
«22 = S,Z{ -P" + Ii[ e:(l-?i') ] > 6bb' 
- T /3B^ Z { -(l-6,)/2( 2B' + (-D^ bb') 
ij ^ 
+ Iij[ B:(l-6.) a..: ] } 0(1-6^ ), ; (45f) 
R33 = Z{ -PB* + I^ [ 2b:(%i-g): +B^(l-2f^®)/2 ] } 6^%' 
- T bb' Z [ (-l)j(l-6,)/2bb' + I., ] 0(1-6,), (45g) 
° ij J iJ J 
and 
Rqi = -R^ o» (45h) 
RQ3 = (b/b')R3Q, (451) 
R^3 = -(b/b') Rgi- (45j) 
The leading coefficients are defined by 
= (e^k^') / ( 
= (e^kj*) / ( 4m&mc*). 
Because Q has been chosen to lie in the x direction, no terms like or 
Rgp with a,3 î' 2 appear. The R^^ element of the tensor is completely 
decoupled from the other elements and can be discarded when p-polarized 
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light is considered. 
Properties of response functions 
These response functions are equivalent to those of Maniv and Metiu 
(Ref. 41). In particular, they satisfy the continuity equation 
7'i + jg = 0, (46) 
which gives us 
bRgp - iBR^p + (iuVf/c)Rog = 0, (47) 
k'R.a + IBR.I + = 0. (48) 
The first of these equations follows from Eq. (29) and the continuity 
equation. The second equation follows from the first by using the 
relations between R ^ and R. , oi'P. 
ap pa 
In addition, sum rules over wave vector can be found for the elements 
of the response tensor: 
ZR „ = 0, a/3; I R . = 0, G#3; 
b "P b' ** 
IbR,„ =0; I b'R^ _ = 0. 
b b' 
The sum rules can be verified explicitly by changing the sums to integrals 
and it is easily shown that the integral of the surface contribution is 
equal to the negative of the bulk contribution. The last two sum rules 
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have not previously appeared in the literature. They clearly follow from 
the first two sum rules and Eqs. (47) and (48). The physical content of 
the sum rules is most easily explained by noting they are the Fourier 
transformations of the response functions at z or z' equal to zero. For 
example, the transformation from b to z gives 
RagCQ'Z'b'.w) = I cos(2k^bz) Rgp(g,b,b',w), af3, 
R3p(Q>Z|b',u) = I sin(2k^bz) RggCQ.b.b'.w). 
Taking the limit z —»• 0, the right hand sides in the above two equations 
can be identified as sum rules and thus are equal to zero. The limit (for 
any a) of R^p(Q,z,b',w) as z —* 0 is the real space equivalent of the two 
sum rules over b. The interpretation is that the response of the system in 
the interfacial region changes smoothly, as does the ground state charge 
density. Indeed, the response is precisely zero for zSO, the region of 
space where there are no electrons. If the electrons were allowed to leak 
out beyond the potential barrier, a similar limit presumably would hold at 
the point where the charge density went to zero. In addition, if the 
vacuum were replaced by a dielectric, the sums over wave vector (the limits 
in real space) would no longer equal zero. 
As indicated earlier, the bulk portion of the response tensor can be 
related to the longitudinal (e^) and transverse (e^ ) dielectric functions 
calculated by Lindhard (Ref. 2). For the diagonal elements, we can 
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identify 
Roo(B,b,w) = e'kf'/n ( 1 - e^CP.w) ), 
R^ jCB.b.w) = (uv^k^/cP)ViT ( b®e^ (3,w) + B'e^ CP.w) - g' ), 
RggC.b.W) = (uV^ k^ /c&)Vir ( 5 = 6^(0,W) + b:E%(P,W) - PM . 
and for the off-diagonal elements 
Rlo(S,b,w) = (uBv^ k^ VciT) ( 1 - E^ (P,w) ), 
RgoCB.b.w) = (-iubv^ k^ '/c-ir) ( 1 - s^ CB.w) ), 
RgjCB.b.w) = (ibB/ir)(uv^ k^/Pc)® ( e^ (P,«) - e^(P,w) ). 
These relations will be useful when we compare the results of this 
calculation to those of Kliewer and Fuchs (Ref. 3). 
For completeness, we include here the expressions for the response 
functions in two limits. If the component of the wave vector parallel to 
the surface equals zero, (that is, B —* 0), we obtain 
ROO = -So2(bc/Vf)' Z I; 6bb' 
+ T^ (c/Vg): £ (1 - 6j)/(2o^.) 0(1-6.), 
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3^0 = -S„(2iubc/vp Z 
- T^ (lb'c/v^ ) Z (-l)i+j (l-5j)/(2aij) 0(1-6.), 
Rll = -S, Z [ .b= + b:(l-y.:)/2 I. ] 6^ ,. 
- Z [ (l-6j):/(8aij) - (l-6j)/2 ] 0(1-6.), 
«33 = ^ - b)' 6^ ,^ 
- T Z (-l)i+j uCl-6.)/(2a,.) 0(1-6.), 
° ij J iJ J 
and: R^ g = (b/b )R3q; R22 " ^10 ~ ^13 ~ ^31 ~ ^ 01 ~ 
expressions given in Eqs. (40), (41), and (43) have their obvious B=0 
limits. The sum rules and continuity equations still hold. In this limit, 
there is a decoupling of the x-direction field from the z-direction current 
and vice versa. 
We can easily take the static limit, w -» 0. In Eq. (40), -> 3, so 
the I^ in Eq. (41) can be found, and the 1^  ^in Eq. (44) reduce to 
^ij = { B' + (-l)*^ b^b' - [ (B:-1)B: + p^ b'" ]' } / B". 
In particular, the leading factor of u in the bulk terms and the factor of 
(-1)^ in the surface terms make R^i = R^^ = R^q = Rq^  = 0. That is, the 
charge-current correlation functions are zero, as expected, and Rqq is 
decoupled from the other tensor components. 
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Before proceeding to calculate expressions for the electric field, we 
must make a few comments about the incorporation of finite lifetime 
effects. A frequently used approximation (Ref. 2) is the replacment of the 
real frequency by a complex frequency: w —w+i/t, where T is taken to be 
the average time between collisions for an electron. Such replacement 
methods fail to conserve local electron density (Ref. 4). 
Maniv and Metiu (Ref. 41) have shown how to avoid this difficulty. 
Following their method, we define 
= [(w+i/T)/w] RQQ(g,q,q',w+i/T), 
Rop(g,q,q',w) = RQ^(2,q,q',w+i/T), ]i = 1,2,3 
= B%o(g,q,q',w+i/T), y = 1,2,3 
Ryyi(Q.q.q',W) = [w/(w+i/T)] R^^,(g,q,q',w+i/T), y,y' = 1,2,3 
While this procedure is not the same as letting the total electron density 
relax to the local equilibrium density, rather than to the ground state 
density (Ref. 4), it does preserve the continuity equations, Eqs. (47) and 
(48), when w is replaced by w+i/x. Relaxation to local equilibrium density 
has only been used in the calculation of bulk response functions to scalar 
perturbations (Ref. 5) or in models incorporating specular reflection 
(Refs. 17, 23). 
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Electromagnet1c fields 
Having calculated the response function we use Eq. (29) to relate 
the Induced current to the vector potential. We have the general four-
vector relation which relates the Induced four-potential to the Induced 
four-current (Ref. 1): 
A„"'^(r,t) = /d*r' J^(r', t - *) ( |r-r'| )"^, 
where 
The spatial parameter r extends throughout all space, that Is, both Inside 
and outside a metal confined to a half-space. will be non-zero only 
Inside the metal. We transform this expression In time and In x and y (the 
directions parallel to the surface), substitute the Fourier transformed 
expression for J^ , and do the z' integration: 
Z.W) = (1/2) I <(q,k ,z) D°(q) J (2,q,u), (49) 
q>0 
where 
D°(q) = 4% ( q: - )"\ 
= (w/c): - Q\ 
and 
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2^cos(qz) - exp(ikgZ) o = 0,1,2 z>0 
2sin(qz) - (q/ik^ )exp(ik^ z) a = 3 z>0 
(50) 
exp(-ik^z) a = 0,1,2 z<0 
(-q/ik^)exp(-lk^z) o = 3 z<0 
It is useful to note that f and its first derivative are continuous 
a 
through the interface, or alternatively, that is continuous. 
This is the relation given by Maniv and Metiu (Ref. 42) where is 
replaced by the expression given in Eq. (29). That is. 
A*°*(g,z,w) = A^ (g,z,w) + (1/2)2 fg(q,k^,z) D°(q) 
q>0 
X Z R (g,q,q',w) Aj°^(Q,q',U)), (51) 
P,q'>0 "P * 
where 
^tot ^  ^ext + aind 
ct a (X 
Maniv and Metiu (Ref. 42) gave a method for solving this equation, 
which we outline here. A Dyson equation was written for the dressed 
polarization tensor. The solution of this equation could be written in 
terms of the bare polarization tensor and a term which results from the 
presence of the surface. They used a dielectric tensor 
= Vq.q' - ( ".b'"-"'' - V T.e(4'q') ) D°(q'). 
where R^g has been given in a previous section and is proportional to the 
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bare polarization tensor of Maniv and Metiu. T^p(q,q') is a term due to 
modifications in the polarization caused by the surface. See Ref. 41 for 
details. This dielectric tensor can be used to relate the total four-
potential to the externally applied four-potential. The fields are 
calculated from 
E. = (•;) (ft) K * V- (52) 
We are most interested in solutions for incident radiation which is p-
polarized. In this case, there is a component of the electric field normal 
to the metal surface. The incident vector potential is then chosen to be 
A = i[ -XCOS0 + zsin0 ] exp[-iK^x-ik^z]exp[iwt]. 
The fields outside the metal are given by 
cos(0) [ exp(-ik^z) - r^ exp(ik^z) ], 
Eg = ^ sin(0) [ exp(-ik^z) + r^ exp(ik^z) ], 
where 
^z = ^ x = ^ [q' - ^ [ SooCq'S') " \q' 
-00 q 
+ ) 1- (53) 
_1 
The e „ are the matrix inverses of the dielectric tensor defined above, 
op 
The lengthy procedure used by Maniv and Metiu (Ref. 42) to solve 
Eq.(51) for values of z inside the metal is not necessary. They 
incorporate the expression associated with the exponential in f^ of Eq. 
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(50), the long wavelength contribution, in a renormalized external field. 
They then invoke the RPA to relate dressed and bare polarization with 
external and total vector potentials, respectively. While it is important 
numerically to separate the long wavelength terms in the solution for the 
fields, this involved procedure can be simplified. We review the 
calculation of Maniv and Metiu and then give our solution. In Fourier 
space, we have 
A^^(S.q.w) = + D°(q) Z 
e,q>o 
I  R°J(Q.q .q ' ,w)  AG'*>(g ,q ' ,w) ,  
where 
= A^^(2,z,w) 
+ (1/2) I D°(q) [ f^(q,k^,z) - 2trig^(qz) ] 
* Z R_g(g,q,q',w) AT^(Q,q',w), 
G,q'>0 P 
and, in the RPA 
£ 
P.q'>0 
Rop(g,q,q',w) AG'*>(g,q',w) 
~ ^  R D(Q,q>q'»w) A3^(Q,q',w) 
p,q'>0 ^ 
= 2 R6(Q,q,q',w) AP(Q,q',w). 
e,q'>o ^ 
The superscripts are: E, external; T, total; D, dressed; and R, 
renormalized. The renormalized external field includes a non-zero scalar 
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potential, even when the incident wave contains only and A^ components. 
We now define a renormalized dielectric function, 
e„p(fi,q,q',w) = «„pÔqq. " R^pCQ.q.q',«) D°(q'). 
We can find a relation between the dressed, renormalized response function 
and the renormalized dielectric function: 
R°p(Q,q,q',w) = [ e^pl(g,q,q',w) - ] / D°(q'), 
where 
I , :ap(G.q,q',w) eg;l(g,q',q",w) = S^yôgq". 
p >q 
We can then make a substitution for the dressed, renormalized response 
function to write the total vector potential as a function of the external 
potential and the inverse renormalized dielectric tensor: 
A^^(Q,z,w) = A^'^^(Q,z,w) + I D°(q) trig^(qz) 
q>0 
X I - fi„p6qq. ] Ag'^^(q') / D°(q'). 
It is then possible to evaluate A^'^^ from A^^ using a renormalized 
reflection coefficient. The renormalized reflection coefficient r' uses 
the same elements of the inverse dielectric tensor as in Eq. (53), that is 
the (0,0), (1,1), and (3,3) terms, but with renormalized values. The 
electric fields can then be derived from Eq. (52). Maniv and Metiu (Ref. 
42) find 
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E_(Q,z,w) = (w/c)sin0(l+r) exp(-ik z) + [(l+r)/(2n&)] Zsin(qz) q D°(q) 
•-1 
' ^ ' =00 • + =01 /sin* 1-
q 
where terms smaller by a factor (w/cq)® have been deleted. It is also 
possible to write the field in a similar way: 
Ej^ (Q»2>w) = -(w/c)cos0(l+r) exp( - i k g Z )  
ik^:[(l+r)/2%a] Ecos(qz) D°(q) I [ - Ô , 
t q q'  
+ - %• + (qq'/k.') c,;' - 1-
It is clear, as they point out, that the E^ field is continuous. 
Unfortunately, the expansion for E^ inside the metal, when calculated by 
the same procedure, is not continuous. There is a difference between c and 
E' and hence between r and r'. 
We now give two alternate methods for finding the total electric 
fields arising from the response of a metal to a p-polarized perturbing 
vector potential. We start with Eq.(51) with f^*^ given by Eq.(SO) and 
given by Eq.(45). The first method is similar to Maniv and Metiu's, but 
does not require a renormalized dielectric function and has a continuous E^ 
field. The second method employs Eq. (29) directly, solving Maxwell's 
equations in Fourier space before inversion to real space expressions for 
the fields. We choose 
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= (EgC/iw) exp(lk^z) cos0, 
A^ = Ag = (E^c/iw) exp(lk^z) sln0, 
where 0 is the angle of incidence and (E^c/lw) is the amplitude of the 
wave. We have suppressed the time and space factor, exp( -IQx - iwt ), in 
all terms. See Fig.(l) for the field orientations. 
We consider first the magnetic field outside the metal: 
Hy^(z) = 9 X AT< 
= E^exp(lk^z) - (iw/2c)exp(-ik^z) Z D°(q) 
q>0 
X I [ COS0R-O + (qcsln0/iucos0)R„Q ] aT^. (54) 
e,q'>0 P 
We then evaluate this expression at z = 0 
H^(z=0") = E - (iu/2c)Z D°(q) 
^ q>0 
X Z [ COS0R.Q + (qcsin0/iucos0)R„„ ] A?^. (55) 
P,q'>0 ''P P 
We eliminate the need to define a renormalized dielectric tensor by 
identifying this magnetic field term in the expressions for the electric 
field. Comparison with the classical fields also gives us a basis for 
defining a reflection coefficient. In the next chapter, we will discuss 
the reflection coefficient, as well as the fields outside the metal, and 
the continuity of the fields through the interface. For now, we 
concentrate on obtaining solutions for the total fields Inside the metal, 
which are given by 
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=(ih it) 
The X component of the field is 
E^^(z) = (iw/c) - iQ 
= H (O)cos0exp(ik^z) + Z D°(q) cos(qz) 
y q>0 
X Z (i«/c)Rjp - iQRog ] Ap>, (57) 
P>q'  
where we have used Eqs. (47) and (55). Eq. (56) gives 
A^(q) = (c/iw) [ E^Oq) + iQA^(q) ], (58) 
A3(q) = (c/iw) [ E^(q) + qA^(q) ]. (59) 
In the following, fields will be interchangeably referred to by components 
T 
x,z, or 1,3. Performing the sum over B in Eq.(57), substituting for A^ 
T 
and Ag, and making use of Eq. (48), we find 
E^^(z) = Hy(O)cos0exp(ik^z) + Z D°(q) cos(qz) 
% [ «11 - (lQc/iw)Rqi ] E^^(q') 
+ [ Ri3 - (iQc/i«)RQ3 ] E^(q') }. (60) 
We will need the Fourier transform of this field: 
Ey^(q) = (2/&) Idz cos(qz) E^^(z) 
X 0  
= (-ik^/2irll)D°(q)Hy(O)cos0 
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+ (c/iw)D°(q) Z { [ (iw/c)R^^ - IQRqj ] E^^Cq') 
+ [ (1w/C)RJ3 - 1QRo3 ] E^^(q') }. (61) 
We calculate the E field In the same way: 
z 
= (iw/c) +V^A^ 
= H (O)sln0exp(lk z) + Z D°(q) sln(qz) 
y ° q>0 
X Z { [(Iw/ciRgp - qRgg ] A^(q')} 
= H (O)sln0exp(ik z) + Z D°(q) sin(qz) 
y q>0 
y I { [ R31 - (qc/lw)Roi ] E^^Cq') 
9 
+ [ R33 - (qc/iw)RQ3 ] (q') }. (62) 
The Fourier transform Is given by 
E (q) = (2/£) Idz sln(qz) E (z) 
z - Q z 
= (q/2ir(l) D°(q) Hy(0) sln0 
+ (c/iw)D°(q) Z { [ (iw/c)Rii - qR^^ ] E^^(q') 
+ [ (1W/C)Rj3 - qRo3 ] E^^(q') }. (63) 
We make the following definitions of dielectric functions: 
ejy^(qq') = m/CP'kg)' [ Gqq,/D°(q) - R^^ + (iQc/iw)RQ^ ], (64a) 
Gx^Cqq') = m/(P'kf)Z [ - Ri3 + (lQc/iw)RQ3 ], (64b) 
gg^Cqq') = [ - R31 + (qc/iw)RQi ], (64c) 
E^^(qq') = n/CB'kg): [ 6qq,/D°(q) - R33 + (qc/iw)RQ3 ]. (64d) 
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where the dimensionless quantity B* is defined by 
B" = ( q': + Q/ ) / 4kg:. 
We make a distinction here between the 2x2 dielectric tensor, whose 
elements are defined by subscripts x or z (or i,j), and the 3x3 dielectric 
tensor given by Maniv and Metiu and defined by subscripts 0,1,3 (or a,p). 
Using the definitions of Eq. (64), we can rewrite and combine Eqs. (62) and 
(63) into a single matrix equation: 
(65) 
where i,j = 1,2 and 1 —>• x, 2 —> z, and 
FJ^(Q) = -IK^ COS0 / 2K^, 
(^ (q)  =  q  sin0 / 2k^. 
(66a) 
(66b) 
We define the inverse tensor: 
2 , ei](q,q') =jk(q',q") = 
J > q  ik qq"-
(67) 
Then Eq. (65) can be solved for the electric fields: 
E?(q)  =  (  Hy(0) /%kf  )  I  _ E ' ] (q ,q ' )  f j (q ' )  /  B* .  (68)  
Eq. (68) is a fundamental equation, the Fourier transform of which gives 
the electric field inside the metal. 
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It is possible to avoid the complications in field calculations 
represented by Eqs. (49) and (50) with our second method of solution. 
Using Eqs. (58) and (59) with Eq. (48), we can write the induced four-
current density in Eq. (29) as 
jo(g,q,w) = (c/iw) [ Rai(g,q,q',w) E^(g,q',w) 
q' 
+ Ro3(g,q,q',w) E2(g,q',w) ]. (69) 
We then write the mixed Fourier transform of Maxwell's equations for each 
component of the electric field: 
( -q' + (w/c): ) E^(q) - iQq E^(q) + (iw/c)Hy(0) 
= -(4niw/c:) /""^(q), (70a) 
( (w/c): _ q2 ) EgXq) + iQq E^(q) 
= -(4miw/c:) J^"'^(q), (70b) 
where the term with Hy(0) arises from the half space transform of the 
fields. We substitute Eq. (69) into Eq. (70) and obtain expressions which 
are linear combinations of Eqs. (61) and (63). These equations, of course, 
lead to Eq. (68) through the definitions of Eqs. (64), (66), and (67). 
These equations also form the starting point for the formalism of Dasgupta 
and Fuchs (Ref. 40), in which only a simple model of the metal surface has 
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been used. It Is also clear that the involved procedure adopted by Maniv 
and Metiu (Ref. 42) is not necessary. 
The field expressions in Eq. (68) represent a considerable 
computational improvement over the methods of Ref. 42, while maintaining 
the advantages of removing the long wavelength contribution associated with 
the exponential term. We must now numerically invert a 2x2 tensor (for 
each pair of q and q'), instead of a 3x3 tensor. Since the number of 
operations for numerical inversion of a matrix goes as the cube of the 
order of the matrix, computing costs can be reduced substantially. 
Alternatively, we can increase the mesh size of q values and improve the 
accuracy for the same computing effort. 
Contact with Kliewer-Fuchs theory 
We would like to compare this model with the Kliewer-Fuchs (KF) theory 
(Ref. 3). As mentioned previously, the primary difference between these 
two models lies in how the electron density is treated in the surface 
region. The inclusion of the surface (or quantum interference) terms 
allows the charge density to go to zero smoothly at some finite distance 
beyond the edge of the positive jellium background. If we use only the 
bulk portion of the response functions in the definitions of Eq. (64), we 
can write 
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e^Cb.b') = [ b'T + B'L ] 6^%, / (71a) 
e^a(b,b') = lBb[ L - T ] 6^^, / (71b) 
e^xCb.b') = -lBb[ L - T ] 6^^, / (71c) 
e®^(b,b') = [ B:T + h'L ] 6^^, / (71d) 
where we have defined 
T 5 [ g: - (uvg/c): E^(p,u) ] / PS (72a) 
L 5 [ P' - (uVf/c): ] E%(e,u) / P'. (72b) 
The dielectric tensor is now 2x2 block diagonal and can be inverted 
directly to give 
e^®(b,b') = [ b'/T + bVL ] G^b' / ' (73a) 
e^2^(b,b') = iBb[ 1/L - 1/T ] > (73b) 
e2x®(b,b') = -iBb[ 1/L - 1/T ] 6^^, / P\ (73c) 
:Iz*(b'b') = [ bVT + bVL ] 6%^, / P\ (73d) 
Substitution into Eq. (68) leads to the Fourier transformed field 
expressions given by KF (Ref. 3): 
E^(q)/Hy(0) = (iuVf/ackgg:) { BV[ (v^u/c)* ] 
+ b*/[ (v^u/c)'e^ - ] }, (74) 
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Eg (q)/Hy(0) = (uVfbB/ackfp:) { l/[ (v^u/c)' ] 
- l/[ (VfU/c)*G^ - B* ] }. (75) 
So the KF expressions are a limiting case of this model, a correspondence 
which has been suggested (Ref. 42) but not shown before. In light of this, 
we can resolve the question (Ref. 42) of how to compare this model with 
that of KF. The position of the infinite potential barrier in this model 
should correspond with the surface of specular reflection in the KF model. 
The KF fields are continuous through the interface (with discontinuous 
first derivatives). Using the inversion technique below, we can treat the 
surface terms as corrections to the KF field. 
The field expressions given in Eq. (68) require sums of the form 
We will take advantage of the fact that we do not need an explicit value 
for each term of the inverse dielectric tensor, only the sums in Eq. (76). 
We make the definitions 
EjJ(q',q") fk(q"). (76) 
eT^^q') 5 
I G j i®(q'.q") fk(q"),  (77) 
Gjk(q,q') = Ejj^(q.q') - Ejj^(q,q') (78) 
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g 
where: e is related to the Lindhard dielectric functions and is given by 
Eqs. (71); e is its matrix inverse and is given by Eq. (73); E^j(q,q') 
is given by Eq. (64) and the inverse is defined in Eq. (67). We should 
g 
point out here that there is no matrix inverse relation between G^j(q,q') 
and Ej^^(q'). The fields defined in Eq. (68) are then given by: 
(q)/Hy(0) = Ef (q)/Hy(0) + e^^^Cq) / ( ), (79) 
KF 
where the E^ (q)/Hy(0) are given in Eqs. (74) and (75). We now give a 
" IS prescription for finding (q'). Multiply the expression in Eq. (67) by 
f^(q") ( Eq. (66) ) and sum over q", k to obtain: 
Z f (q") I e (q,q') s:?^q',q") = f.(q). 
q",k ^ q'.j 1 
Interchange the order of summation and substitute from Eqs. (77) and (78); 
Z  E  ( q , q ' )  E ' ^ ® ( q ' )  =  - I  E ^ . ( q , q ' )  E " ^ ® ( q ' , q " )  f. ( q " ). (80) 
q ' j  ^ ^ q " , q ' , k , j  
While this equation appears somewhat peculiar, it is nothing more than 
a system of linear equations. As such, it is not necessary to invert the 
matrix (that is, E^j(q,q')) explicitly to find a solution. This procedure 
yields further reductions in computation time as well as improved accuracy, 
without losing any of the physical content. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Before presenting results of this calculation, we would like to make a 
few comments on the numerical procedures. Most of the calculations were 
performed choosing an incoming electromagnetic wave angle of 45 degrees. 
Other calculations at different angles of incidence were done, but are not 
presented here since they differ very little from those at 45 degrees. Two 
extremes were not considered: near normal incidence, where the electric 
field perpendicular to the surface is nearly zero; and grazing incidence, 
where the field parallel to the surface is nearly zero. We chose a Fermi 
O— 1 
wave vector of 1 A (r^=3.63) for most of the calculations. We limited 
the size of the dielectric matrix to 300x300, which then corresponds to 150 
q and q' values since we have four matrix elements for each pair (q,q'). 
With this constraint, we chose a slab thickness, 11-118 A, so that our 
maximum q values were approximately 4k^, (q = nir/H). The value of the 
damping parameter, %=l/wpt, where is the plasma frequency and t is the 
time between collisions for an electron, was chosen to be 0.025. 
B S 
We made separate calculations of the bulk (R^g) and surface (R^g) 
contributions to the dielectric functions. We used the sum rules to verify 
the accuracy of this part of the calculation. The degree to which these 
are satisfied depends on the value of the damping parameter and the size of 
g 
the wave vector mesh. In particular, R^g has very sharp structure which a 
discrete mesh may not represent well. This structure occurs at bb*=u for 
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the term given in Eq. (44). Because of the theta function factor, 
8(1-6^), the structure will always lie within the single particle 
excitation region. Increasing the damping coefficient smooths this 
structure, resulting in a more accurate sum for a given mesh. We 
arbitrarily required the sum rule at each b' to be satisfied to within 1 
g 
percent in the single particle excitation region. For example: K^Rqq " 
b 
S B 
ZR^^)/ZR--|S0.01. For smaller b', the sum rule is easily satisfied, 
b b " 
As b' increases, it is increasingly difficult to satisfy the sum rule 
because b has a finite maximum value. As a result, we required a damping 
parameter of 0.025 or greater for most of our calculations. The result of 
poorer satisfaction of the sum rule is spurious structure in the large q 
values of the inverse dielectric function. 
Once satisfied with our evaluation of the complex dielectric function, 
we rewrote it as a double precision (64-bit) real matrix of twice the 
order. We then employed standard scaled partial pivoting to upper 
triangularize the matrix and used forward- and back-substitution to solve 
the linear system of equations (Eq. (80)) for the summed elements in Eq. 
( 6 8 ) .  
Having given some idea of the process of evaluation, we go on now to 
discuss some of the results of the model. The first section gives formal 
results for the continuity of the fields and the reflection coefficients. 
We then give numerical results for the reflectance and the surface 
impedance. The following sections give numerical results for the electric 
field normal to the metal surface, the longitudinal dielectric function. 
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and the,loss function. 
Field continuity, reflection, and surface impedance 
In this section, we return to a discussion of field continuity and the 
reflection coefficient mentioned in the previous chapter. Recall that we 
used the magnetic field evaluated in real space just outside the metal 
surface (Eq. (55)). This expression has the same form as the classical 
field we gave in Eq. (1): 
Hy'^(z) = E^ [ exp(ik^z) - r exp(-ik^z) ]. (81) 
We identify the reflection coefficient r by comparing Eq. (81) with Eq. 
(54): 
r = (iw/2cEg) Z D°(q) [cos0 + (qc sin0/iw cos0 ) R^g ] , 
q q & 
= (1/2E cose ) I D°(q) Z [ R.. - sin0 R ] E^^, (82) 
q qtj J J J 
where the continuity equation and Eqs. (58) and (59) have been used to 
obtain the last equality. We have made use of the equalities: = 
(«/c)sin0; = (w/c)cos0. 
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The fields outside the metal are easily found from Eqs. (50) and (56); 
E^^(z) = E^ COS0 [ exp(ikgZ) + r exp(-lk^z) ], (83) 
E^^(z) = E^ slnG [ exp(lkgZ) - r exp(-ik^z) ], (84) 
where r is given in Eq. (82). 
We have already found expressions for the fields Inside the metal. We 
can summarize Eq. (60) as: 
E^^(z) = E^ (1-r) COS0 exp(lk^z) 
+ Z D°(q) cos(qz) I [ R., - (cQ /w)R.. ] El^(q'), (85) 
q q'j X OJ J 
and Eq. (62): 
E^^(z) = E^ (1-r) sin0 exp(lk^z) 
+ Z D°(q) sln(qz) Z [ R_. - (cq/i«)R ] E?^(q'), (86) 
q  q ' j  J  
where j = 1,2 and corresponds to x and z components, respectively. The 
magnetic field inside the metal is found from Maxwell's equation: 
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Hy (Z) = (c/lw) ( V X E )Y 
= (1-r) expClk^z) 
+ (c/iw) I D°(q) sin(qz) Z [ IQ R,. - qR_, ] E?^(q'). (87) 
q q'j * OJ J 
We find that E^ and are continuous through the interface and are equal 
to E^(l-r)sin0 and E^(l-r), respectively at z = 0. E^ is also continuous, 
since we can identify the second term in Eq. (85) as 2E^rcos0 by using Eq. 
( 82 ) .  
The z-derivatives of the electric fields are also continuous. The 
second term in the expression for (Eq. (85)) goes to zero at the surface 
and the remaining term is equal to the z-derivative of Eq. (83), evaluated 
at z=0. The z-derivative of the E field can also be shown to be 
z 
continuous. Inside the metal, we have from Eq. (86): 
OET>/az)|2=o+ = (1-r) ik^ sine 
+ Z D°(q) q Z [ qR., - (cq/i«)R ] 
q  q ' j  ^  ^  ^  
= E (1-r) ik sin0 
o o 
+ IQ Z D°(q) q Z [ R., - (cQ /w)R ] 
x q q.j ij x uj j 
- Z (4nc)/(iw) Z [ Rg. ] E^^, (88) 
q  q ' j  '  
where we have used the continuity equation to obtain the second equality. 
The second term in Eq. (88) reduces to 2E^iQ^r cos0 with the help of Eq. 
(82). The third term is equal to zero, by the sum rule ZRQj=0. 
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Therefore, the derivative of is continuous at z=0: 
(l+r) Ik^ sine = 
In a similar manner, the z-derlvatlve of the magnetic field can be 
shown to be continuous: 
(aHT>/az)|,=o+ = (l-r) ik^ 
+ (c/iw)Z D°(q) q Z [ IQ R - q)R ] E^^, 
q qy * ^ 
= E^ (l-r) ik^ 
+ I D°(q) Z [ (lw/c)R - IQ R ] E^^ 
q q'j x Oj j 
- Z (4iTc)/(iu)) Z [ R., ] E^^, (89) 
q  q ' j  J  
where we have employed the continuity equation to obtain the second 
equality. Again, the second term in Eq. (89) can be identified through Eq. 
(82) as 2E^lk^r, and the third term is zero according to the sum rule 
ZR^.=0. We obtain 
q ^ 
(1+r) IK^ = (8HJ'/3Z)|^^„-, 
as expected. 
We have shown all the fields and first derivatives with respect to the 
surface normal coordinate, z, of the fields to be continuous. The 
continuity of the derivative is an improvement over the Kliewer-Fuchs model 
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(Réf. 3) of the metal/vacuum interface. The mathematical difficulties in 
the field associated with the renormalized reflection coefficient in the 
model of Maniv and Metiu (Ref, 42) are also removed. 
We do not; as yet, have an expression for r that can be evaluated, 
since Eq. (82) depends on the Fourier transform of the fields inside the 
metal. To rectify this situation, we start with Eq. (82) and replace the 
response functions by their dielectric tensor equivalents from Eq. (64): 
r = (1/2E COS0) I D°(q) I [ 6,6 E?^(q')/D°(q) 
o q q'j qq J 
- (P'^Vir) exj(q,q') ET>(q') ]. 
We do the sum for the first terra in square brackets and substitute for 
Ej (q') from Eq. (68) in the second terra. The sums over j and q' can be 
performed by using the definition of the inverse dielectric tensor (Eq. 
(67)), followed by the sum over q: 
r = (l/2E^cos0) I E^^(q) - Hy(0)/2E^. 
Making the obvious substitutions, we obtain 
(l+r)/(l-r) = (1/COS9) Z ( E^^(q)/Hy(0) ), 
= (l/dk COS0) Ï E"l(q,q') f,(q') / 3^ (90) 
jqq* j  
This expression for the reflection coefficient can now be evaluated after 
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inverting the dielectric tensor. 
The reflectance and surface Impedance are related to each other 
through the reflection coefficient r: 
R = |r|z, Z = COS0 (l+r)/(l-r). 
Tables 1 and 2 give the reflectance and surface impedance at three Incoming 
wave energies for this calculation and for two limiting cases: the Kliewer-
Fuchs model (Ref. 3); and the classical solution. 
TABLE 1. Comparison of reflectance at different energies for different 
approximat ions 
1 
1 E (eV) Classical Kliewer-Fuchs 
1 
This work | 
1 2 28 0.9298 0.9294 0.9298 1 
1 3 80 0.9260 0.9254 0.9258 1 
1 5 32 0.9187 0.9183 0.9184 1 
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TABLE 2. Comparison of surface Impedance at different energies for 
different approximations 
1 
1 E (eV) Classical Kliewer •Fuchs 
1 
This work | 
1 2 28 0 0163 - 10,3669 0.0164 - 10.3662 0 0163 - 10.3658 | 
1 3 80 0 0286 - 10.7416 0.0287 - 10.7402 0 0285 - 10.7396 | 
1 5 
1 
32 0 0989 - 11.6698 0.0989 - 11.6650 0 0986 - 11.6643 | 
1 
These results substantiate the idea (Ref. 3) that at these energies 
the reflectance is predominantly a bulk property for a damping parameter 
y=0.025. Only at energies well below the Fermi energy (E^=3.8eV) and for 
values of Jf at least a factor of ten smaller, will the reflectance be 
altered significantly from its classical value. At this point, no special 
significance should be attributed to the fact that the reflectance data 
from our model are more nearly equal to the classical values than are the 
results of the Kliewer-Fuchs model. It is not clear whether the 
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additional absorptance found by Kliewer and Fuchs (Ref. 3) in the energy 
range considered here (but for values of JfSlO would also appear in our 
model. At these energies, there is no significant difference between the 
three models, so the power absorbed by the metal, which is proportional to 
the real part of the surface impedance, will be virtually unchanged. 
Field calculations and comparisons 
For convenience, we will choose a different phase convention in 
presenting results of field calculations. The field shown is given as a 
O 
function of distance z in A, in the form 
T(z) S [ E^(z)/E^^(z) - 1 ] / [ 1 - E(«) ], 
CL 
where E^ (z) is the classical (Fresnel) field, B(«) is the local complex 
bulk dielectric function and E^(z) is given in Eq. (68). With this choice 
of phase, the fields approach -1 at the surface and zero inside the metal. 
The z=0 position has been shifted so it resides at the edge of the positive 
jellium background. (The shift is toward the metal interior by a distance 
3iT/8k^.) 
For the moment, we will concentrate on an incoming wave energy of 3.8 
eV (u=0.25), which is, incidentally, equal to the Fermi energy for a Fermi 
o-l 
wave vector of 1 A . The real and imaginary parts of the z-component of 
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the electric field are shown in Fig. (3). We have shown the field and its 
first derivative to be continuous, a fact which is illustrated in the 
figure. 
The other features of interest in these figures are the oscillations. 
Two wavelengths dominate: the long wavelength associated with the front 
edge of the single particle excitation region at the appropriate energy, 
and the short wavelength Friedel oscillations. The former is clearly 
evident in the imaginary part, the latter in the real part, although both 
wavelengths are present in each part. 
The dominance of the front edge of the single particle region has been 
discussed at length previously (Ref. 23). It is in this region that the 
imaginary part of the longitudinal dielectric function has significant 
magnitude, as we shall see in the next section. Since the Fourier 
spectrum, that is, E^(q) given in Eq. (68), has in addition a (l/g*) 
dependence, the smallest wave vector will dominate. 
The Friedel oscillations, occurring at a wavelength ~ (2k^) are a 
result of the inclusion of the surface terms. These are the same Friedel 
oscillations seen in the electron charge density profile, (see Fig. (2)). 
In calculating the Fourier transform of the fields, it is easy to 
introduce spurious oscillations in the fields due to abrupt truncation of 
the Fourier series. The dielectric tensor is theoretically infinite in 
extent in q,q' space, but truncation is necessary for numerical inversion. 
By increasing the largest q value used in the spectrum, the wavelength of 
spurious oscillations can be decreased, but the oscillations will still be 
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FIGURE 3. Total E field at 3.8 eV 
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present. Two methods have been used to deal with this situation. The less 
defensible method used was to multiply the large-q Fourier components of 
the fields by a decaying exponential, scaled such that the last value used 
was identically zero. This method was successful in removing oscillations 
associated with the last q value calculated. 
The second method used was to calculate the KF fields accurately by 
including very large (»4k^) q values. To this calculation, we added the 
correction field given by the surface terms as defined in Eq. (79). These 
surface terms die very quickly beyond the far edge of the single particle 
region and as a result do not have to be smoothed to zero or calculated for 
very large q values. 
The surface and bulk contributions to the field are shown in Fig. (4). 
Note that it is the inclusion of the surface terms which results in the 
continuity of the first derivatives. In the surface region, the magnitude 
of the surface contribution to the total field is of the same order as the 
bulk fields. Recall that the quantum interference terms are responsible 
for the surface contribution to the field and therefore play an important 
role in determining the character of the total field in the surface region. 
The first peak in the bulk term is almost cancelled by a similar peak of 
opposite sign in the surface term. As a result, the first major feature of 
the imaginary part of the total field shown in Fig. (3) is well inside the 
metal, beyond the point of greatest change of the ground state charge 
density. 
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FIGURE 4. Surface (+) and bulk (o) contributions to the E field at 3.8 eV 
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Figs. (5) and (6) show the fields at 2.28 eV (u=0.15) and 5.32 eV 
(u=0.35). Each of these figures shows characteristic oscillations of the 
front edge of the single particle region and the Friedel oscillations. The 
major peak in the imaginary part of the field moves slightly toward the 
surface (that is, toward negative z), as the energy increases, but remains 
well inside the metal. 
In the introduction, we discussed the implications of a position-
dependent dielectric function. In particular, we suggested that a large 
peak should be found in the z-component of the electric field due to the 
zero in the dielectric function near the surface. The position at which 
the dielectric function goes to zero should change as a function of energy. 
Let the dielectric function be given by 
e(w,z) = 1 - [Wp/W]: [ n(z)/n^ ], 
where 
[n(z)/n^] = 1 - 3[ sin(2k^z) - (2k^z)cos(2k^z) ]/[2k^z]®. 
n(z)/n^ is the charge density In the infinite barrier model (normalized to 
the bulk charge density), with the Infinite potential barrier at z=0. 
Using these expressions, we can find the position at which the dielectric 
function goes to zero as a function of energy. For the fields at energies 
2.28, 3.80, and 5.32 (eV), the zeros should occur at z = -1.07, -0.87, and 
O 
-0.57 A, respectively. (For consistency with the figures in this 
discussion, we have chosen z=0 to be the jellium edge in giving these 
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values of z.) Indeed, the major features in the imaginary part of the z-
component of the electric field not only are inside the jellium edge (at 
positive z values), but as the energy increases, they move to smaller 
values of z, rather than to larger values as predicted. The surface 
localized collective mode suggested by the Mclntyre-Aspnes model (Ref. 8) 
and mentioned by Mukholpadhyay and Lundqvist (Ref. 26) does not appear. 
Therefore, this simple hypothesis does not apply to our model of the 
surface of the electron gas. 
There is an additional complication beyond the obvious fact that we 
are dealing with q-dependent dielectric functions. The size of the damping 
parameter, Y, affects the shape of the imaginary part of the field. As 
seen in Fig. (7), where we show the imaginary part of the field for 2f=0.025 
and Y=0.050, the shape of the first peak is altered, although the peak 
position is not. The real part of the field is not significantly changed. 
Numerical difficulties required the use of larger values of Y than are 
realistic. For k^ = 1 Â ^ (r^=3.63), the free electron density is 3.38 x 
10*2 3 would correspond to a metal like sodium. The value of Y 
should be on the order of 10 ^ (Ref. 51), but it has not been possible to 
carry out the calculation for such a small value. As discussed previously, 
the minimum usable value of Jf was determined by requiring that the sum 
rules on the response functions be satisfied to an accuracy of 1 percent. 
We have included a direct comparison of our results with those of 
Feibelman (Refs. 32 and 36). We have chosen to compare at a Fermi wave 
o-l 
vector of 1.81 A (r^=2), and an incoming wave energy of 12.875 eV 
= 3.80 eV 
= 0.025 
= 0.050 
= 45° 
_ , î-1 
ca 
CD 
.00  5.00 20.00 -4.99 10.00 15.00 
FIGURE 7. Imaginary E^ field at 3.8 eV for ï = 0.025 and 0.050 
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(u=0.258), which is below the plasma frequency at this density. We show 
the real and imaginary parts of the z-component of the electric field for 
the bulk contribution to the field alone in Fig. (8), and for the total 
field in Fig. (9). The calculations are compared by making the jellium 
backgrounds coincide. 
The extended oscillations in Feibelman's calculations are not found in 
the present calculation. The strong peak in the Im[E^(z)] at the surface 
has been attributed to the smoothly-varying charge density (Ref. 52). 
Despite the fact that our model has such a charge density, it does not give 
any indication of such a peak. One difference between our model and that 
of Feibelman, is that the charge density in our model goes identically to 
zero at the position of the infinite potential barrier, whereas Feibelman's 
charge density approaches zero gradually as one moves further away from the 
surface. A second characteristic of the shape of the charge density 
profile is surface diffuseness. Our model's density profile is less 
diffuse than the self-consistent results of Lang and Kohn that were used by 
Feibelman. These two features could be a source of the discrepancy. A 
second factor to consider, is that Feibelman does not include any damping 
(2f=0) in his calculation. Since the value of Z used in our calculation is 
relatively large, our calculation may underestimate these extended 
oscillations, while Feibelman may overestimate them. 
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Longitudinal dielectric function and the energy loss function 
We expect evidence of a surface localized longitudinal excitation to 
appear in two functions, the longitudinal dielectric function, and the 
energy loss function. We first describe what we mean by longitudinal and 
transverse dielectric functions, and then discuss the behavior of the 
longitudinal dielectric function. The section ends with a discussion of 
the energy loss function. 
The longitudinal dielectric function gives rise to the longitudinal 
field. We can find this dielectric function by projecting out the 
longitudinal part of the total electric field with the operator 
The negative signs in this operator are a result of the orientation of the 
fields, as shown in Fig. (1). The transverse fields are then found from 
the transverse projection operator: 
(91) 
x , = r - z  
T (92) 
where 1 is the identity matrix. 
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The mixed Fourier representation causes difficulties here, and it is 
easier to formally express the fields as exponential Fourier transforms. 
That Is; 
E (z) = I cos(qz) E (q), E (z) = Z sin(qz) E (q), 
* q ^ ^ q ^ 
= —/ dq cos(qz) E (q), = — / dq sln(qz) E (q), 
n 0 X ^0 ^ 
~ "lir ^ exp(lqz) E^(q), = — / dq exp(iqz) E^(q), 
where we have defined, for this purpose, the negative q Fourier components 
of the fields as E^(-q) = E^(q) and E^(-q) = -E^(q). Then, if we include 
the leading factors of £ as well as the factor of -1 for E^(q), we can 
write the total field as 
E^'^(z) = ^  / dq exp(iqz) E^^(q), (93) 
where 
E^'^(q) = i ( E^(q) 5 - iE^(q) Ê ), (94) 
and the LT superscript is used to designate fields written with the 
longitudinal and transverse dielectric functions appearing explicitly (as 
in Eqs. (95) and (96)). We can apply Eqs. (91) and (92) to Eq. (94) to 
find 
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E^^(q) = [ 21cH (0) / pZw ] [ BZe'l + ], (95) 
Eg'^(q) = [ -21cbBH (0) / P^w ] [ ], (96) 
where 
= Z^ t -b^ns;;^ - (b/iB).;!) 
+ b:((-iB/b)e-l + e^^) ] / (97) 
= -'(b.») = -E t - (iB/b):;;) 
D 
+ B'((-b/iB)Sx2 + (98) 
If we consider only the b=b' contribution to the sums in Eqs. (97) and 
(98), we can use the expressions from Eq. (73) to obtain: 
= 1 / G^, = (w/c)V[(w/c)^e^ - q^ - Qx= ], 
where and are the Lindhard dielectric functions. 
We have identified the longitudinal (L) and transverse (T) dielectric 
functions by the requirement that only the longitudinal (transverse) 
dielectric function appear in the equation when the divergence (curl) of 
the total field is taken. We note, however, that these dielectric 
functions could still be specified in a different manner. For instance, we 
could subtract unity from the longitudinal term, so that the longitudinal 
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field is zero at the interface. Such a subtraction would have to be 
accompanied by adding a similar quantity to the transverse term, chosen 
such that the and fields remain unchanged. Since we are more 
interested in the dielectric functions than an independent specification of 
the longitudinal and transverse fields, we shall use the definitions of 
Eqs. (97) and (98). 
Since the transverse dielectric function given in Eq. (98) is nearly 
equal to the equivalent Lindhard expression over the entire range of wave 
vectors, we will concentrate on the longitudinal function. In Figs. 
(10)-(12) we plot the real and imaginary parts of the inverse longitudinal 
dielectric function as a function of q/2k^ for various incoming wave 
energies. In these figures, the total (solid curve), the bulk 
contribution, (o), and the surface contribution, (+), are shown separately. 
The separation of the bulk and surface terms follows from Eq. (77), 
and as noted previously, the bulk contribution is given by the Lindhard 
longitudinal dielectric function. In each of the figures, the results of 
this calculation and the Lindhard function agree at q=0 and at large q 
values. That is, the surface contributions go to zero at these extremes. 
As q —» 0, the bulk and total dielectric functions approach the local 
dielectric function: 
e(w) = 1 - [ (Wp)* / w(w + i/T) ]. 
The value of t in each of these figures is given by t = l/w^# = 3.86x10 
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0-1 
seconds, where is the plasma frequency. By specifying = 1 A , we 
obtain fiw =6.82 eV. This limit at small q must occur if the fields are 
P 
to approach their classical values far inside the metal. At large q 
values, both functions approach one, again a necessary result if the fields 
are to be continuous through the interface. 
At each of these energies, the dominant features in the Re[e^^] 
function are the peak for q slightly smaller than 2k^, and as is 
particularly evident in Fig. (12), the sharp drop in magnitude for q>2k^. 
This is the source of the Friedel oscillations in the fields we discussed 
earlier, and explains why no such feature occurs in the fields calculated 
by Kliewer and Fuchs. These oscillations are purely a result of a metal 
surface modelled with a charge density that goes smoothly to zero. 
The Im[E^^] at each of these energies is seen to be confined to a 
limited range of q-space. The boundaries of this region are the edges of 
the single particle region, appropriate to each energy, and defined by the 
equations 
b* ± b - u = 0, 
where b = q/2k^, and u = fiw/4E^, as before. As the energy increases, the 
bulk part is skewed toward smaller b values. The peak in the surface 
contribution does not move appreciably with energy, and lies at b=0.58 for 
2.28 eV, and at b=0.63 at the two higher energies. The magnitude of the 
surface contribution increases with increasing energy, as does the bulk 
contribution. 
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What is quite clear from these figures, however, is that there is no 
strongly localized feature in any of the Fourier spectra. Such a localized 
feature in the longitudinal dielectric function should appear if there is 
any kind of extended oscillation in the real space field. For example, 
when the energy is high enough, the bulk plasmon is indicated by a large 
peak at the wave vector given by the plasmon dispersion relation, (see 
Refs. 19 and 42). We might expect a strongly damped collective mode to 
show up as a distinct peak very near, or even in, the single particle 
excitation region. We would not expect the smooth, broad structure we find 
in the imaginary part of the surface contribution to the inverse 
longitudinal dielectric function. 
A final, classically motivated, calculation was made. We calculated 
the Fourier spectrum of the power dissipation density, (see Ref. 53). The 
power dissipated is given by 
P(w,q) = (l/4ir) < Re[ E(w,q)exp(-iwt) ] 
• Re[ 1^ D(u,q)exp(-iwt) ] >^, (99) 
where the subscript t denotes time average, and E and D are the Fourier 
transforms of the electric and displacement fields. In a local picture, 
D(w,q) = e(w)E(w,q), from which we calculate 
P(w,q) = (U/8TT) Im [ -L/e(W) ] |D(w,q)|'. (100) 
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The energy loss function is then defined as Im [ -l/s(w) ]. This 
calculation is equivalent to the real space calculation done by Kliewer 
(Ref. 23) for the differential absorption. We define the loss function LF, 
the nonlocal analogue of Im[-l/e(w)], by comparing Eqs. (99) and (100): 
LF = (8ir/w) [ P(w,q) / |D(w,q)|:, 
= -Im[ E • D ] / |D(w,q)|:. (101) 
The displacement field is found from the constitutive relation 
- (4%c/iw) (102) 
where E^ is given in Eq. (68) and in Eq. (69). The in Eq. (69) can 
be expressed as linear combinations of the dielectric tensor elements given 
in Eq. (64). It is a matter of straightforward algebra to show: 
Djj(q»w) = (c/uvg): [ b^E^(q,u) - ibBE^(q,w) + (iuVj/cilk^)Hy(0) ], 
DgXq.w) = (c/uv^): [ ibBE^(q,w) + B^E^(q,w) ]. 
We show the loss function (LF) calculated in this manner for 2.28 eV 
in Fig. (13), comparing the results from the full calculation to those from 
the bulk contribution alone. At large b values, the function remains 
extremely small, down four or more orders of magnitude from the peak value. 
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As b approaches zero, the loss function approaches the local value: 
Im[-l/e(w)]. (Note the expansion of the abscissa scale.) The two peaks 
shown are displaced only very slightly from one another and lie at the 
front edge of the single particle region. We show results for calculations 
of the loss function at additional energies in Fig. (14), where the 
positions in q-space of the peaks in the loss function are indicated. The 
figure shows that for energies below the plasma frequency, the dominant 
mode of energy loss for the field is through excitation of electron-hole 
pairs of the smallest allowed wave vector. This result holds even in the 
presence of a smoothly changing surface. 
The position of the peak can be determined fairly accurately; it must 
lie between successive q values on the wings of the peak, being roughly the 
width of the symbol when plotted on the scale of Fig. (14). The magnitude 
of these peaks is difficult to ascertain because of the relatively large 
mesh of q values with respect to the width of the peak. However, based on 
the reflectance data presented earlier, we do not expect the presence of a 
smoothly changing surface to contribute much to the total energy lost. 
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FIGURE 13. Energy loss function at 2,28 eV 
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FIGURE 14. Single particle excitation region for k^ = 1 X ^ with positions 
of peaks in the energy loss function shown 
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SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK 
In this work, we have presented an easier and faster method for 
calculating the electric field near the metal/vacuum interface, without 
obscuring the essential physics. We are able to carry out analytic 
calculations up to the specification of the dielectric tensor before having 
to resort to numerical methods. The various sum rules and the continuity 
equation provide checks on the calculation, lending confidence in the 
accuracy of the numerical results. 
We have demonstrated that the fields obtained are continuous and have 
continuous first derivatives through the surface of the metal. For the 
incident field energies and electron lifetimes used, we have shown that the 
reflectance and the surface impedance are predominantly bulk properties. 
That is, the reflection coefficient obtained in this theory is nearly 
identical to that calculated in a classical (local) theory. 
We have compared with previous field calculations. The specular 
scattering model of Kliewer and Fuchs (Ref. 3) was shown to be a limiting 
case of this model, and we settled the question of comparison between these 
two models (Ref. 42). We have also made comparison with the work of 
Feibelman (Refs. 32 and 36). We do not find, as Feibelman found, the 
strong peak at the surface in the imaginary part of the electric field nor 
the large amplitude of the extended oscillations in both parts of the 
electric field. 
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The source of the surface peak in the electric field has been 
attributed (Ref. 52) to the smoothly changing electron density in the 
surface region. In addition, surface localized longitudinal plasmons have 
been predicted to result from such a charge density (Refs. 26 and 52). 
Contrary to what was expected, we have not found evidence of these features 
in either the inverse longitudinal dielectric function or the energy loss 
function. 
This model may not substantiate our expectations because the charge 
density goes to zero at a finite position. We propose that further efforts 
use this formalism with.a potential which more accurately represents the 
actual electron charge density in the interfacial region. In particular, a 
square step potential barrier might be used, and results studied as a 
function of barrier height. Variation of the barrier height should provide 
insight into the effects of surface diffuseness. The model presented here 
would be a limiting case of such a calculation, and provide a basis for 
interpretation of results. While this change in potential barrier is 
probably the simplest possible, the resulting increase in difficulty of 
evaluation of the response functions is considerable. 
Another concern should be the shape of the potential barrier. In 
particular, the sharp corners of a step or infinite potential barrier 
should be smoothed. A candidate for such a study is the hyperbolic tangent 
potential, that is, V(z)=(A/2)[l-tanh(pz)]. For z—•"», the potential goes 
to zero, and for z—*-«», the potential goes to A. The parameter p 
characterizes the slope of the potential through the interfacial region. 
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The single particle wave functions can be written in terms of 
hypergeometric functions. A discussion of the Schrodinger equation with 
this potential appears in Ref. 54, although the solutions presented contain 
mathematical errors. Calculation of the response functions with these wave 
functions would be extremely complicated, but such a solution would include 
many desirable features and would provide an analytic method for studying 
the metal/vacuum interface in great detail. 
At lower incident electromagnetic wave energies, some care should be 
taken to incorporate relaxation to the local equilibrium density. Of 
course, work should continue on improving the description of the background 
lattice of ions to include local field effects. 
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